2016 new product

INFINIMAX BRAKE DESIGN™
Combines a magnetic brake and sealed centrifugal brake,
which allows an almost limitless adjustment to suit any
fishing situation. The centrifugal brake will control the first
half of the cast, when the spool is rotating at its maximum
speed. Once the spool slows, the magnetic brake then
acts on the spool to keep it under control during the last
half of the cast.

POWER STACK CARBON
MATRIX DRAG SYSTEM
The unique keyed cartridge drag
system provides extreme drag
pressures combined with
unparalled smoothness

REVO TORO BEAST

Engineered for brute strength and unrelenting performance, the new Abu Garcia® Revo® Toro™ Beast™ delivers a unique platform
designed to outlast hard-pulling fish into a sleek, black finish reel. Its superior cranking power and increased line capacity gives
anglers the upper hand on fresh and saltwater fish.
The Revo Toro Beast is equipped with a Power Stack Carbon Matrix Drag System™,
built to outlast any big fish. An active-response drag mechanism also allows for immediate drag adjustments in the heat of the
battle when seconds count most even with the line taut, a unique system found only on the Revo Toro Beast. Whereas other reels
won’t allow drag adjustment until tension on the line is eased, this one-of-a-kind feature is one of the many ways that the Revo Toro
Beast separates itself from the
field.
The Revo Toro Beast is constructed with a lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum spool for high strength and longer casts. Combined
with an InfiniMax Brake™ design, the Revo Toro Beast gives anglers almost limitless adjustment options to suit any fishing situation.
The Duragear™ heavy-duty gear system on the Revo Toro Beast has increased fighting power and extended gear life. The reel comes
with an Extended Bent Handle for increased cranking power, a Power Handle and a Casting Power Handle — all with large EVA
knobs — while boasting a massive 25 pounds of max drag.
Other features of the newest member of the Revo family include seven stainless steel HPCR™ (High Performance Corrosion Resistant) bearings plus one roller bearing and an X-Cräftic™ alloy frame and sideplate.
The Revo Toro Beast is available in 50 and 60 sizes. Both models have a 4.9:1 gear ratio for power cranking. The 50 weighs in at 385
grams with a line capacity of 235 yards of 30lb braid. The 60 weighs in at 392 grams with a line capacity of 285 yards of 30lb braid.

RRP $549

CONNECT
Website - http://abugarcia-fishing.com.au
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/AbuGarciaAU
You Tube - N/A

